
Art and Design 
 
This image was created by L6 

Sung Kim using three colour pens  

at the same time then modified  

through a photographic app. 

  

It was used as the logo for our  

second  public Art exhibition  

at the Rose Theatre during July  

as part of the International  

Youth Arts Festival entitled: 

 
Drawing Words, Writing Images 

 
The show comprised work  

drawn from across the whole  

Tiffin age range, including: 

 



These  are Year 9 images which were the product of a collaborative project with the English 

department.  Students’ written biographies were imported into family photo portraits within 

Photoshop & then stretched to describe the anatomy of the face. A technique that the BBC , later in 

the year, was to employ in their TV adverts for Wimbledon. 



Our development in using 

Information Technology creatively 

has made great strides forward this 

year. 

Boys from Year 7 upwards were 

introduced to Photoshop as a means 

to develop their photos and several 

KS3 students created some 

excellent landscapes on  

i-Pads based on our visit to the David 

Hockney exhibition at the Royal 

Academy. 



Etching self-portrait by Y10 Malik Oddy, developed through an app. 



We were delighted to see samples of ex  student  

Joe Courtley’s A level Art work feature in the  

above recently published compendium of  

exemplar sketchbook work.   



We were very grateful 

to Sydney Mygrind, at 

85 (!) the oldest 

member of the Oratorio 

choir who became the 

face of Saul as 

interpreted  

by some of the U6 

artists to visually 

accompany the 

school’s production of 

Handel’s work in 

November 



The L6 Art group’s response to 

the Oratorio was centred on the 

supernatural meeting of Saul with 

the Witch of Endor. 

 

A large piece of it is displayed 

here on the stage in the main hall 

as part of their summative end of 

year exhibition. 



Ex Tiffin A level student  

Daisuke Sakaguchi is  

seen here modelling  

his spectacular hand 

painted egg as part of  

the recent Faberge Big  

Egg Hunt. Displayed in 

Covent Garden, it 

subsequently sold 

at Sothebys for £5,000.  

 

Daisuke is rapidly  

acquiring an international 

pedigree and is being 

collected world-wide.   

Well worth investing in,  

his website: The27life,  

is visually ravishing! 


